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Chapter 129 Li Huiran's Miscarriage 

Her eyes landed on He Xinyan and she lunged forward at her. 

He Xinyan was prepared and she grabbed onto her. A few seconds later, Li Yuyan burst into the room 

and joined them, screaming really loudly. 

"Stop fighting! What is happening? Stop! He Xinyan, stop!" She was screaming extra loud, probably to 

make sure that Bai Jiawei and Su Zhiming would be able to hear from downstairs. 

The three of them were entangled together in a mess as they fought. 

Suddenly, Li Huiran gasped and she pulled herself away, falling onto the ground. 

He Xinyan pretended to be shocked as she thought, 'Let the show begin!' 

"Mom!" Li Yuyan screamed dramatically. There were several fast and heavy footsteps and a few seconds 

later, Bai Jiawei and Su Zhiming showed up at the door. 

Bai Jiawei immediately saw Li Huiran on the ground, "Huiran!" 

He ran into the room and dropped down in front of Li Huiran. Li Yuyan had also pulled away from He 

Xinyan once Li Huiran fell down, and she was screaming "mom" over and over again. 

Li Yuyan looked up at He Xinyan and screamed, "He Xinyan, you could have hit me! Why did you hit my 

mom?! You know that my mom is pregnant, yet you purposely kicked her stomach! Are you scared that 

after my mom gives birth to a son, he will fight over the family property with you?! 

Bai Jiawei flinched when he heard that and turned around to glare at He Xinyan. 

He Xinyan almost wanted to laugh. Fight over family property?! What family property did Bai Jiawei or Li 

Huiran have?! Nothing! It was all the He family's property, her property! Why would she have to fight 

for it? 

"Mom! Mom!" Li Yuyan suddenly screamed. Li Huiran cooperatively lifted up her dress and everyone 

immediately saw the flashy red "blood" bleeding down her leg. 

Bai Jiawei also gasped and his eyes widened. 

"Dad, mom is bleeding!" Li Yuyan screamed, and He Xinyan had to admit that at this moment, Li Yuyan's 

acting was quite good. Much better than when she was actually acting for work! 

As He Xinyan was staring at Li Huiran's leg, Bai Jiawei suddenly stood up, flung his arm at He Xinyan, his 

palm slapping her severely across the cheek. 

"You bastard!" 

"Ah!" The slap was still very powerful and He Xinyan fell down onto the floor. She used one hand to 

cover her cheek, which was burning in pain. 



She clenched her teeth together to try and keep calm. What should she expect from her father?! He 

Xinyan did not expect for Bai Jiawei to actually slap her, as he hadn't hurt her physically at all since birth. 

Well, he did once in her past life, so this shouldn't be new to her. 

He Xinyan took a deep breath and let go of her cheek, slowly standing up. 

"Huiran! Huiran!" Bai Jiawei held onto Li Huiran with both hands and nervously looked at her bleeding 

leg. 

"Jiawei! Jiawei! Hurry and call the doctor! My stomach hurts a lot!" 

He Xinyan furrowed her eyebrows and glanced at Li Huiran. 

"Okay, okay." Bai Jiawei wrapped one arm around Li Huiran and was about to push her up when He 

Xinyan suddenly stopped him. 

"Stop, stop!" 

Bai Jiawei glared at her and He Xinyan quickly blurted out, "I learned before that during emergency 

situations like this, you cannot move the patient! You have to call an ambulance!" 

Li Huiran's eyes darted around nervously and she looked at Li Yuyan, who was equally surprised. 

"Dad, don't listen to He Xinyan's nonsense! We have to bring mom to the hospital!" 

He Xinyan didn't back down and she grabbed onto Bai Jiawei's arm, "Dad! The ambulance!" 

The room was filled with loud screaming and noises, and it was a complete mess. Su Zhiming still stood 

at the door, watching the scene unfold. 

Bai Jiawei gulped and frowned, "Hurry! Hurry and call the ambulance!" 

He Xinyan stood up immediately with a small smile, "Okay! I will call the ambulance right away!" 

However, Li Yuyan suddenly stopped her from getting her phone. 

"No! I'll make the call! Who knows what you will do?" 

He Xinyan froze and watched as Li Yuyan snatched her phone and walked out of the room. She scoffed 

and let her go. 

"Hurry and bring me to the hospital!" Li Huiran screamed as she placed one hand over her stomach. 

Li Yuyan walked to her own room, which was far from He Xinyan's bedroom and dialed a phone number. 

A few seconds later, the other side picked up. 

"Doctor Qi, I am Li Huiran's daughter. My mom says for you to arrange an ambulance right away! 

Hurry!" 

After the other side responded, Li Yuyan hung up the call and grinned. Li Yuyan then quickly ran back to 

He Xinyan's room. 

Li Huiran was still holding onto her stomach and moaning in pain, and Bai Jiawei was right at her side. 



"Huiran. . . It's all going to be okay." 

From the side, He Xinyan stood there and watched amusedly. 

"Mom, the ambulance will be here shortly!" Li Yuyan bent down next to Li Huiran and said. Li Huiran let 

out a sigh of relief and tried to hide her smile. 

She then looked up at He Xinyan, "Yanyan, don't be scared. Auntie Li won't blame you." 

Li Huiran then turned to look at Bai Jiawei, "Jiawei, don't blame Yanyan. She didn't do it on purpose." 

Bai Jiawei glanced up at He Xinyan with frustration and sighed, "Okay, okay." 

He Xinyan just stood there with a blank expression. Li Huiran was indeed a great actress. 

However, Li Yuyan wasn't going to let things go so easily. 

"He Xinyan, if anything happens to my mom or brother, I won't let you go so easily!" 

Bai Jiawei also knit his eyebrows together and pointed one finger at He Xinyan, "He Xinyan! If anything 

happens to my son, I will definitely push you severely!" 

He Xinyan sighed. That is. . . if you even have a son. 

However, she still put on an innocent expression. 

"Dad, I didn't push her! I swear I didn't push her! She is accusing me!" 

Li Yuyan stood up, "I saw you! Don't try to get yourself out of it! I saw you hit her stomach!" 

He Xinyan was about to say something else when a worker knocked on the door. There was an old man 

standing behind her. 

He Xinyan's eyes immediately lit up when she saw who it was, "Grandpa Jin!" 

 


